
This model is based upon elements drawn from GWR tanks.

A Square Water Tank



There are eleven (OpenSCAD) files which provide the main elements and you will require 2mm
brass wire/rod to provide the bracing ties which form an “X” pattern between the anchor lugs on
the legs (the four ties on each elevation meet at a central, circular, hub) and for the valve “float”
linkage.

You will also require thick plastic card (I suggest minimum 2mm and preferably thicker for G3) to
form the base of the tank.

Starting at the bottom.

Four legs and associated parts (tank_legs.scad) are assembled
in following sequence.

1) Fit the tie anchors (wider item at top) over the legs, so that
the lower edge of upper ring is 173mm from base of leg,
followed by the narrower ring with lower edge 18mm from base
of leg.

2) Fit the leg through the base plate, to sit flush with bottom of plate.

3) Take the four tank sides (the upper edge has the protruding flange) and glue to form an accurate
square tank (tank_sides.scad).

4) Cut a square of thick (min. 2mm) plastic card to fit INSIDE the tank and to sit flush with the lower
edge of the tank.

5) Take seven of the upper (cross) beams and attach to the underside of the tank, insetting the
edge of the flanges of the outer two by 2mm from the edge of the tank. Space the remaining five
equally (upper_support_beam.scad).

6) Take the two lower beams  (lower_support_beam.scad) and attach each to one pair of legs,
such that the ends of the beams overhang the capitals (channels on top of legs) by 3mm each end.
ENSURE the legs are vertical (90 degrees to the beam) AND aligned when viewed along the beam
(if they are not you will have problems when fitting the ties).

7) Invert the tank and test-fit/centralise the legs in relation to the cross beams, marking the positions
of the leg beams onto the cross beams. The outer edge of the flanges of the leg beams need to
be inset 10mm from the ends of the cross beams.

8) While the legs are in position, mark the points at which the tie rods will be attached to the legs
and then drill (at an angle to match the entry of the rods) a 2mm dia hole to a depth of approx.
1.5mm.

9) Fix the leg units to the tank, ensuring everything is squared and vertical.

10) Take the four hub anchor rings and open out the holes to accept the 2mm
tie rods (note the orientation of the holes with the closer spacings facing the
legs, producing an acute angle, when assembled).

11) Cut 16 lengths of 2mm rod (check distances on your assembled model
but as a guide 115mm) and slide ends into the hubs (do not glue at this stage).

12) Offer each tie hub unit to its chosen elevation and slide the ends of the rods into the holes in
the legs. Make adjustments to ensure the tie rods are correctly aligned in all planes and fix the
rods to the hubs with a drop of glue (if necessary trim the rods so just a small length is visible
inside the hubs). When glue has hardened, again check alignment before you glue the rods to the
legs. This is the trickiest part of the assembly and an extra pair hands would have been useful!



13) Take the central (actually a little off-centre) supply pipe casing
(central_pipe_case.scad) and drill a hole in the lower
section to take a piece of rod onto which to attach the
control wheel(control_wheel.scad)

14) Invert the tank and mark a location for the casing, as
close as possible to the centre (it will be slightly off-set to clear the central
cross beam) and fix, checking it is vertical in both planes.

15) There is the option to add extra pipework as seen in some locations
and file pipework.scad provides material for this.

16) File float_valve.scad provides the elements to produce the filler float
valve. The float arm is held in place by a small split pin fitted into the
water outlet pipe.

17) The water gauge is a wheel with mounting brackets
gauge_wheel.scad  to which is added a length of chain
with a weight on the end (a piece of lead “shot”, a blob
of solder or a small pearl are a few possibilities).

18) The final item is the ladder ladder.scad.


